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Using Flash



Using Flash
Use indoors/outdoors when there is not enough light.  

Direct flash can be harsh, bounced or diffused gives softer 
result. 

Fill-in flash to: 

Retain background and lift foreground detail, 

Balance up the light on a subject that is backlit, 

In bright sunshine to reduce contrast. 

Flash off-camera gives more modelling. The further you move 
the flash-gun away from camera the more output it needs. 

Affix filters on the flash-gun for special effects. 

Separate flash guns deliver a lot more power than built in 
pop-up which are only designed for close up or fill-in flash.



Exposure

Correct exposure with auto settings are based on an 
average room with white ceiling to reflect the light. 

Correct auto exposure based on an average subject. 

Look out for reflective surfaces as this will spoil your shot. 

When used outdoors you will need to compensate by 
increasing the exposure using settings in the camera or 
on the flash unit.



Fill-in Flash

Either with pop-up on camera or with separate gun



Red Eye

Caused by the flash being too close to the lens. 

It is the retina of the eye lit up and reflected back. 

Camera settings to reduce the effect are annoying 
and delay the ‘moment’. 

Best solution is to move the gun away. 

If unable to do this retouch your files.



Bounced flash

Gives a softer overall light, can create shadows 
under the eyes if too overhead. Needs more power 

to compensate for loss of light being scattered.



Remote flash off camera

Flashgun can be on an extension lead hand held. 

Or with camera on a tripod the gun can be fired from 
the side either with remote trigger, extension leads or 
manually if the shutter is about 1 second or more. 
Set the camera on delay and fire once you hear the 
shutter open.



Flash with long exposures

At night allows opportunity for several flashes 
to be fired. 

Can move the camera during exposure for 
special effects.




